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TRADUZIONI: Benedict School, a cura di Filippo Valente
IMMIGRANTS
AND ENTREPRENEURS
by Mauro Bonifacino
e Manuela Marchesan

From the Ferrarese lowlands of Luchino Vis-
conti’s Ossessione to the dunes of Ravenna in
Deserto Rosso by Michelangelo Antonioni,
from the mist covered Estense Castle in Il
mestiere delle armi by Ermanno Olmi to Felli-
ni’s Rimini in Amarcord. Bertolucci features
the countryside of Emilia in Novecento and
the Apennine area of Bologna appears in La
gita scolastica by Pupi Avati. These are but a
few examples of the most memorable sceno-
graphical sets in Emilia-Romagna, a region that
has provided the backdrop for over 360 Italian
films. A journey through locations, directors
and stories is brought to you by L’Emilia-Ro-
magna sul grande schermo (Emilia-Romagna
on the silver screen), a short history of Italian
post war cinema to the present day edited by
Anna Di Martino and Davide Zanza for the
Council of Emilia-Romagna people around the
world. The volume, translated into English and
Spanish, is part of a project that also plans to
make a box-set of films set in Emilia-Romagna
or films shot by directors from Emilia-Ro-
magna or dedicated to the topic of emigration.
“This material - explains Council President Sil-
via Bartolini – allows our foreign councils to or-
ganize cinematic reviews or even simply hold
meetings on our cinema.  This can then devel-
op, starting from cinema, into events to pro-
mote Emilia-Romagna in all its different cultur-
al, social, tourist and economic aspects”. From
the volume, we propose the text by Mauro
Bonifacino and Manuela Marchesan on the
film sets of Emilia-Romagna. ❦

THE BUSINESS MARKET
by Stefano Vezzani

Ranked third behind the Lombardy and
Piedmont regions, or rather, the two re-

gions where the industrialization process be-
gan in our country.  The cradle of Italian cap-
italism.  A good result, therefore.  Experts,
however, say this is not enough.  Direct for-
eign investments (that is to say acquisitions by
large foreign groups and companies) between
Rimini and Piacenza could already be far
more consistent. A shortage of infrastructures
is slowing down growth. However, growth is
strengthened by a product per capita at the
highest levels, higher indexes of work produc-
tivity, a high employment rate (especially fe-
male) and good results for patents and invest-

ments in research and innovation. Further-
more, in the attractiveness scale of the nation-
al economic system devised by Fondazione
Italiana Accenture and Bocconi University,
Bologna is placed fifth and Parma is ninth.
An added value of which the region is well
aware. The doubling of incoming foreign in-
vestments is predicted by the Pact for the qual-
ity of development initialled between the re-
gion and economic and social powers: for the
year 2010 the billions of foreign investments in
Emilia-Romagna must go from 3 (data from
2005) to 6.6 billion Euros.  “If the national
economic system attracts more – comments
regional vice-president Flavio Delbono  -
Emilia-Romagna will be among the areas that
will benefit the most”. 
Territorial marketing is used to attract invest-
ments. The region invests tens of millions a
year in the “internationalization” item, but for-
eign promotion of production excellence also
sees the involvement of the Sprint branch and
special offices of the Chambers of Commerce.
Let’s try to analyse the situation in detail using
data provided by Politecnico Milano – Ice
(“Multinational Italy 2006” report).
Last year, 577 businesses (8.1% of the nation-
al total: 13 more than 2005) in Emilia-Ro-
magna had foreign capital shares per 53,000
operators. The provinces with the highest con-
centration are Bologna (4.9 billion in 2006),

Ferrara (314 million) and Reggio Emilia (200
million); these are followed by Parma and
Modena. Investors come from the United
Kingdom (38%), Ireland (24%) and Ger-
many (18%); followed by Holland and Lux-
embourg (4% each). Although the number of
businesses with foreign partners in Emilia-Ro-
magna has been stable over the last few years,
their turnover has increased: over +28% be-
tween 2000 and 2004. This is a good sign that
will attract more captains of enterprise. Unfor-
tunately however, there is a high rate in nega-
tive investment: in 2006 over 5.7 billion new
incoming investments  (3.6% of the national
total) and 5.2 outgoing investments were
recorded. The balance remains in credit for
now: 514 million.  ”Foreign capital - under-
lines Giuseppina Gualtieri, director of Ervet,
the regional agency for development – is con-
centrated in sectors where the number of local
businesses growing on the territory that have
made significant direct investments abroad is
higher”.  The agricultural machinery industry
collects 67.5% of incoming fluxes; this is fol-
lowed by the mechanics and food product in-
dustries.  The motor-vehicle industry is also
doing well. This is good news for an economy
that has recovered from a difficult situation
and is trying to find a new balance.  Industrial-
ists request continuity for territorial marketing
aiming for regional GDP per capita (over

28,000 euro in 2002: already in line with Lis-
bon’s so-called objectives) and enterprise dy-
namism. “Acquisitions  – as Giancarlo De
Martis, retiring president of Nomisma, sus-
tains – are tools to create importance.  These
investments give businesses the opportunity to
carry out   R&S and improve the level of com-
petitiveness needed to operate on global mar-
kets”.Bologna was specifically chosen to host
the World Forum For Direct Investment last
June, one of the leading international events of
this sector.  “It is an unique opportunity – says
Gian Carlo Sangalli, president of the Chamber
of Commerce of Bologna - that the city was
able to seize and carry out, thanks to the activ-
ities of PromoBologna. In choosing Bologna,
the WFDI has recognized the city as being a
point of reference in the debate on creativity in
attracting economic development”. ❦

IMMIGRANTS
AND ENTREPRENEURS
by Michela Suglia

Over the past seven years, between Rimini
and Piacenza, one out of every ten entre-

preneurs setting up a business was a non-EU
national. Result: the number of companies
headed by immigrants has more than dou-
bled; reaching a total of 33,676, a result that
places Emilia-Romagna at third place in Italy,
alongside the Veneto region and behind Lom-
bardy and Lazio. The photograph was taken
by the CNA and Confartigianato (respectively
the National Confederation of Artisans and a
labour organization of the craft sector) and fo-
cuses in particular on the situation of over a
third of these businesses, over 12,000 of which
are listed in the craftsman register. This is an
extremely positive phenomenon: “This
growth – explains regional councillor for pro-
duction activities Duccio Campagnoli – is a
challenge of immigration and an important
step on the road to common growth”.The sto-
ries are very varied.  In the cases studied by the
investigation, we have partners M’Barek and
Nbigui Abdellaziz who run a butcher’s shop in
the Corticella area of Bologna and Tchen
Chihkvang who set up a leather-working busi-
ness in the industrial area of Funo Di Argelato
and now corresponds with his country of ori-
gin, China, on behalf of the regional Union-
camere. 
All the stories have more or less the same be-
ginning.  The research tells us that “the foreign
worker, feeling confined within the bound-
aries of someone else’s business, very often de-
cides to set up on his own, taking in hand the
keys of risk and intuition”.  This kind of begin-



ning is very common in Emilia-Romagna for
those who start up their own businesses.  On-
ly 14.3 percent of entrepreneurs interviewed
said they became craftsmen only because they
were unable to insert themselves into the mar-
ket as employees. Most of them have a middle
school diploma although there is no lack of
CVs listing degrees.  The business sector of
choice? Many choose the building trade, a sec-
tor where there is a lot of work that doesn’t re-
quire any remarkable financial investment or
knowledge of advanced technology.  The tex-
tile industry is also highly popular, especially
with the Chinese.  Interest is slowly growing in
mechanics, as well as various opportunities in
other trades and for self-employed workers.
The average age is very low: this is demonstrat-
ed by the fact that almost 70 percent of non-
EU national business owners are under 40, a
further 23% are aged between 40 and 50.
They are often businesses taking their first
steps: 65 percent of those interviewed still
work alone.  The highest percentage of those
who already have collaborators is in the cloth-
ing textiles sector (73 percent), the lowest is
found in transport (17 percent).  Two thirds of
entrepreneurs do however own, or partly
own, the premises and equipment used. The
history of this region has given them the impe-
tus to unite their strength:  the percentage of
those already belonging to a category associa-
tion, which is high everywhere, reaches a peak
of 68 percent in Romagna. A remarkable 80
percent declare themselves to be more than
happy with their choice.  There is no lack of
optimism here and it’s even more pronounced
than that of native employees: only 3.4 percent
of non-EU national business owners inter-
viewed expressed a totally negative view,
whilst the businesses satisfy a good 60%.  The
hardest obstacle? Access to credit.  Even this is
the same for their native colleagues. ❦

SEARCH ENGINES
by Silvia Saracino

The Italian industrial research engine runs
through Emilia-Romagna, Piedmont

and Lombardy. In fact, these three regions
together have the highest concentration of
national research activity, that is to say 62%
private and 42.8% public. To consolidate
this record, Emilia-Romagna has now ini-
tialled a collaboration agreement with Lom-
bardy and Piedmont in order to share their
winning experiences, founding a pole of
avant-garde research. “We are building a re-
lationship with regions that already have re-
search policies that have yielded very interest-
ing results”, explained Vasco Errani, presi-
dent of the Emilia-Romagna region.  “This is
the first step in contributing to the founding
of a national research system.  It is also the
only way to put public and private resources
to good use so that research can effectively
become an added value”.  Outside of univer-
sities, it is becoming very useful for enterpris-

es and business competitiveness. Emilia-Ro-
magna began this initiative after obtaining a se-
ries of records in recent years. This is due to re-
source investments in the sector:  in the last
two years, 157 million euros have been invest-
ed in research, that is 57% of regional business
financing, the highest amount in the country.
Thanks to, for example, the 350 researchers
working in 57 structures on the territory, we
are now the top Italian region for the number
of businesses founded by research and devel-
opment activities, with 93 businesses founded
last year alone. At R2B – the industrial re-
search fair held in Bologna in May – people
arrived from all over Italy to study the innova-
tions devised by laboratories of the Rete Alta
Tecnologia (High-Tech Network) of Emilia-
Romagna. Among them, we have the mathe-
matical formula system devised by the re-
searchers of the University of Ferrara that is
able to predict when aqueduct pipes will
break.  The Tefarco laboratory – coordinated
by the University of Parma – has come up
with a multi-pill that contains various drugs in
a single pill. The three regions are also top in
Italy for the number of patents deposited: in
2006, Lombardy was in first place with 3,766
patents and utility models (a creation that is
applied to an existing product that makes it
more effective), followed by Emilia-Romagna
with 2,145 and Piedmont with 1,323. Among
the cities, Bologna is ahead of the other two
provincial capitals as it has the highest number
of patents compared to number of businesses:
in 2005 1 in every 100 businesses had patent-
ed an invention or a utility model. This record
was also maintained in 2006 as Emilia-Ro-
magna’s chief town deposited an overall total
of 1,014 patents and utility models, with an in-
cidence on active businesses of 1.14 percent.
Turin deposited 1,121 but had an incidence of
0.5 percent on active businesses, whilst Milan
was the city with the most deposits with a to-
tal of 2,985 in 2006, an incidence of 0.8 per-
cent on active businesses.  It is a heritage of
ideas, abilities and creativity that move the lo-
cal economy, and which the three regions have
decided to share. The idea is to promote in-
dustrial research through network structures –
together with universities, research bodies and
businesses – credited and certified by the re-
gions for meeting specific requirements, with
the aim of bringing together innovation re-
quests from businesses – aiming mainly for
each regions sector of excellence – and the
world of research.  Thanks to this collabora-
tion, the regions will be stronger and more
competitive in the face of Italian and Euro-
pean financing plans. ❦

MAMBO TIME
by Thomas Foschini

In 1915 Bolognese citizens crowded around
the entrance to the “Town Bakery” asking

for bread in order to survive in the desperate
situation generated by the world war. Today,

almost a century later, if there is a queue in front
of the old bakery it is because it is now one of
the city museums.  It is called MAMbo and this
new Muesum of Modern Art in Bologna
opened its doors in May.  It is one of the city’s
three Modern Art Galleries that include the
Morandi Museum and Villa Delle Rose. A cul-
tural container unfolds behind an austere fa-
cade at the end of Via Don Minzoni, right in
the centre.  The spaces, restructured to corre-
spond to a new function, are those that were
once dedicated to bread baking and this his-
toric building still maintains all of its charm.
The 9,500 square metre space has been careful-
ly subdivided according to function: half of the
rooms are dedicated to exhibition space whilst
the rest host a newspaper library, where you
can consult contemporary international cultur-
al orientations for free, a bookshop, a café, a
seminar room, the meeting point, a terrace for
special events and a didactic area.  
From the entrance hall – where you can see the
staircases that lead visitors to the various levels
of the building and through the museum – you
can access the large central exhibition area
(which is over 16 metres tall) that boasts the
original fireplaces of the old bakery.  Until 4
November the museum is exhibiting Vertigo:
The century of off-media art, from Futurism to
the web, organized by Germano Celant, senior
curator of Guggenheim Museum of New York
and art director of the Prada Foundation, with
Gianfranco Maraniello, the museum director.
Vertigo is a journey through artistic personali-
ties and movements that, with their research,
marked the fundamental stages of the appro-
priation of new media for artistic ends:  from
Futurism to Suprematism, Constructivism to
Dadaism and Neo-plasticism to Surrealism.
The staircase takes you to the first floor where,
in 2008, you will be able to admire permanent
exhibitions, a part of the heritage of the Mod-
ern Art Gallery that covers the late 18th Centu-
ry up to 1945, testifying a century and a half of
public patronage, works that have mainly
been donated to the city by private citizens.
Amongst the nineteenth-century acquisitions,
works donated to city by Vincenzo Valorani (a
famous doctor, amateur poet and art lover),
there are twenty-three landscape paintings
that used to furnish his apartment in Strada
Maggiore. There are paintings – amongst
which Galileo Galilei by Giulio Cesare Ferrari
– donated by Carlo Alberto, son of Luigi Piz-
zardi, the first mayor of Bologna. You can also
admire works awarded the Curlandish Prize,
established in 1758 upon the wishes of the
Duke of Curlandia (a region situated in what
is now Latvia) by the Academic Senate of
Bologna - from 1777 to 1870 – and then by the
Bolognese Town Council until 1936. There
will also be an exhibition on the art collection
of Francesco Arcangeli, director of the Mod-
ern Art Gallery from 1958 to 1968, to docu-
ment Bolognese art, with the openings on Ital-
ian and international art. Romiti, De Vita, Ko-
rompay and Guttuso will be some of the
artists exhibiting. ❦

THE LANGUAGE
OF THE LAND
by Renato Bertacchini

In the introduction to Mondo piccolo, Gio-
vannino Guareschi called it “that big slice of

land, between the river and the mountains,
where a special wind that is good for both the
living and the dead blows”.  Emilia-Romagna
does indeed offer a wide and diversified
panorama. Many slices.  Many clods of earth.
Many local languages decline from the Apen-
nine to the right bank of the Po River up to the
coasts and saltpans of the Adriatic Sea. Each
clod of earth maintains its own features that
can also become lively, passionate parochial-
ism.  The proverbial “La Secchia Rapita” (The
Rape of the Bucket), the wooden bucket, the
modern Helen, was a bone of contention be-
tween the Bolognese and Modenese. The
practical vernacular and frank popular lan-
guage connote a region that is never centralist,
never the same, never depersonaliz16ed.  Cir-
culated daily, edicts from 1621-1628 were al-
ready regulating watercourses in the Ferrarese
valleys against flood dangers. “In Bondeno, it
is forbidden to cut down trees, branches and
scrubs, and ammonir (dialect for the Italian
word munire, meaning to fill) the ditches be-
hind the River Po”. 
Following the unification, the great vernacular
poet from Forlì, Olindo Guerrini, a worthy
heir of Porta and Belli, reproduced environ-
ments, habits and customs through the ple-
beian filter and parolaze (swearwords). He
wrote over 250 sonnets and the two main
characters of these were:  Pulinèra (Apol-
linare), a good natured, quick-witted old
school sort from Ravenna and Tugnazz Talen-
ti, ill-mannered, avid and greedy.  An original
language comedy, Il cardinale Lambertini by
Alfredo Testoni maintains a generous Bolog-
nese slant in the interpretations of Ermete Za-
cconi and Gino Cervi. Pascolian prince of Ro-
magna, Aldo Spallicci, anti-fascist, constituent
and senator, conveys the restless twentieth-
century soul in his dialect.  The precise, inter-
nal cleansing spring makes Tonino Guerra
(born in Sant’Arcangelo, five kilometres
south-east of San Mauro Pascoli) a fraternal
poet for humble folk who bids a nostalgic and
tormented farewell to the ox (I bu, 1972), now
only fit for the slaughterhouse, having been re-
placed by tractors in the fields.
Around Via Vandelli (now Via Giardini),
around the “ghost road” cited by Roberto
Barbolini, the slices of “woods and streams”,
the gullies of Serra and areas of the lowlands,
can similarly and congenially appear, inhabit-
ed by Cavicchioli and Cavani, Delfini, Arman-
do Bozzoli (I Cameranti di Pavignane), Don
Zeno Saltini, and other such provident tute-
lary deities. Giovanni Cavicchioli from Miran-
dola is fond of language that is “simple but
tasty, phrases put into the mouths of common
people (elbow grease)”. Bizzarre first names
appear in the novel Zebio Cotal by Guido Ca-
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vani, from that of the main character to his rel-
atives Adrio, Zuello, Glizia, “Crazy” Delfini of
the Racconti (Tales) is clever at writing satirical
tales (called tampel in the Modenese dialect)
based on friends and acquaintances.
The town of Nomadelfia allowed Fabio Mar-
ri to access tape recordings of speeches made
by the priest of Carpi to the public, for his
study Come parla don Zeno. The study is in-
cluded in the book Lingue di terra storie di
una patria possibile that Marri, professor of
Italian linguistics at the University of
Bologna, had published by Mucchi editors
(Modena, 2007 p.p. 544, euro 35). Earthiness
and independent traditions in our region
cover Medieval Latin and Ariosto’s Renais-
sance, 18th Century Este and the “pavàno”
laboratory of Francesco Guccini. The
essence of the whole book lies in the distance
kept and the distance to be maintained from
plasticized culture, addicted to cinema, tele-
vision and mobile phones, a practice that is
now unfortunately common.
With the necessary documented exceptions.
And so, just recently, the Luzzarese verses of
Cesare Zavattini, on the Reggio-Emilia bank
of the Po, allowed him to “butafora in dialett
/ col co tgnu dentr in italian” (express in di-
alect what he bottled up in Italian). In the last
quarter of a century, the lands surrounding
Romagna have been particularly important.
The tobàch (childlike) eyes of Mario Bologne-
si look upon the anguish of life. The thirsty
fields of Giovanni Mediani re-evoke the end of
the rural world: a sick sun, smokestacks, facto-
ry units and industrial eyesores.
Against national linguistic ageing, dialects are
preferable to foreign languages that, under
verbal exoticism, often hide solemn banalities.
Francesco Guccini writes by narrating (Vacca
d’un cane), he plays the guitar, composes and
sings ballads in the dialect of Pavàna, where he
grew up (a windmill, the gorges, the Appenine
chestnut groves).  His Opera buffa about a
country festival, La Fira ed San Lazer, is set in
San Lazzaro di Savena not in America and de-
scribes the obvious, gesticular expressiveness
of La Fira.  Beat two to the bar, ‘so la stanela,
zo i bragon’ (skirt up, trousers down), is a pro-
pitiatory love dance that marks the rural tri-
umph of the more corporeal, genuine and car-
nival-like slices of our intense regional living. ❦

THE PO ABOVE
BERLIN
by Claudio Bacilieri 

The Po valley as it’s never been seen before.
Oh how you have dreamed of it. Poplars,

farmhouses and ditches immersed in noctur-
nal shadows.  A girl with a red coat at the edge
of the road in the winter mist.  Another girl
swaying naked in the town square with ani-
mals all around. 
These visions have been presented to us by a
painter who brought the Po to Berlin, where
he initially arrived as a workman, an immi-

grant.  “When I was a boy, I never thought I
would become a professional artist, my dream
was to become a football player”, says Adelchi
Riccardo Mantovani, who critic Vittorio Sgar-
bi described as “Raphael compared to Liga-
bue”, the most noted person to have become
a painter “by chance”. Sgarbi himself discov-
ered his fellow citizen, who was born in Ro
Ferrarese in 1942 and was the son of the pri-
mary school janitor, and organized his first im-
portant exhibition in Berlin.
After the death of his father, Adelchi Manto-
vani was entrusted to the nuns of the orphan-
age in Ferrara from 1946 to 1952.  He was
then sent to a boarding school run by nuns to
study to become a turner.  After working in
Ferrara for a while, he went to Germany in
1964 and moved to Berlin in 1966.  He
worked in a factory there until 1979. The cul-
tural climate of Berlin helped him to rediscov-
er a talent for drawing, something he had been
aware of at boarding school.  “The nuns got
me pencils and I would tear out the middle
two pages of school exercise books, draw little
squares and then fill them with drawings.  This
was how I began”. 
In the German city, Adelchi Mantovani fre-
quented evening classes on painting and
nudes.  He got to know the artists and he per-
fected his already extraordinary technique,
born from the drawings on the pages taken
from the nuns. In 1979, after working in a fac-
tory for twenty years, he took off his boiler suit
and donned the clothes of a painter.  His for-
tune lay in an article on Sgarbi published in
L’Europeo that captured the attention of a
millionaire collectionist called Orazio Bag-
nasco.  Bagnasco bought all his initial produc-
tion of forty-odd paintings.  Adelchi isn’t a
prolific painter.  His imagination is more suit-
ed to longer time spans, it needs time to settle
and deposit on the background of his memo-
ries.  He needs to define the contours of a
painting that is closely linked to his childhood
landscape, made up of embankments, pon-
toon bridges, lowland railway tracks and the
myth of Phaeton who fell into the Po, which
he surrounded with poplars.
It is “the sweetness of absence” that expresses
Adelchi Mantovani’s ties with his homeland,
says Laura Gavioli, who organised the artist’s
latest exhibition at the Galleria Carbone in
Ferrara, in September 2006. The myth of the
Po is always present “with its sweeping twists
and turns and the mysterious islands in the
middle”: a mental landscape – according to
Gavioli – that seems to calm the soul of the
artist, after the restlessness of the first paintings
that were unable to free all of his emotions.
Those emotions were perhaps suppressed
during his years at boarding school and in the
factory, written down in notebooks and des-
tined to become short stories:  there is one in
which Adelchi is attending mass and looking
around at the church paintings.  Amidst the
smell of incense and candles, he fantasized
about the young Christian martyrs depicted in
semi-nude poses.  

His dream-like realism is truly bewitching: a
surrealism derived from the Po that sinks its
roots in fifteenth-century Ferrarese paintings
and frees itself in flight to flutter close to Del-
vaux and Magritte. The surrealist echoes em-
phasize an eccentric imagination that seems
like an adolescent’s prank, a priest’s joke. Thus
we have these gentle nudes populating the
countryside and fraternizing with monks in
mythological landscapes (La conversione di
Bacco, 1998), finding their way into the fres-
coes of Palazzo Schifanoia in Ferrara (Zane in
Schifanoia, 1997). Here is Icarus falling into
the Po delta (Icaro, 1990) and the concentra-
tion camp area where the prayer of disciplined
schoolchildren is so absurd as to become idol-
atrous (Il rosario, 1976). Proportions are often
mutated in his paintings, it is almost like enter-
ing Gulliver’s land; sometimes there are huge
animals in realistic environments. 
Fairytales, symbols and allegories remove real-
ity from thorough description and precise de-
tail.  When Adelchi Mantovani dips the city in-
to the dark blue of dreamy alarmism, suspend-
ed motion and frenzied escapes (La notte,
1990), we can understand how the subcon-
scious works during the night, what we have
seen in dreams and what the shades of night
are. Famous in Germany but not so in Italy,
Adelchi Mantovani is living testimony to the
fact that “the arts never die as they are born
with man and techniques” as claimed by
philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy. There will al-
ways be someone who knows how to paint, re-
gardless of whether they have studied or not.
They will be able to translate the tension and
excitement they feel for their own muses onto
canvass. They will work with their imagina-
tion, even if they are behind a lathe in a facto-
ry, thinking about how they can fix their vi-
sions on canvass and nurture them with
colour, and feed them with memories.  In the
evening, after work, when they only need close
their eyes to see the murky waters of the Po
slide over those of the Sprea, and Tiergarten
park overlaps the wood of Mesola with its ilex
groves, aiders and white poplars.  There,
amidst canals and gorges, lagoons and fishing
valleys, a light appears in a lonely farmhouse.
It’s Adelchi’s room in Berlin. ❦

LOST FLAVOURS
by Chiara Vergano

More than just tortellini, lasagne and piad-
inas. Emilia-Romagna boasts a long list

of largely unknown recipes that are only rarely
prepared, kept in the family or even forgotten.
Like Piacenza’s “riso e vartis”, rice prepared
with wild hops, or “krìnofel”, a nutritious
soup that dates back to the time of the
Duchess Maria Luigia, once popular in Parma
and the surround area.  We also have “po-
modori in frittata”, a tomato omelette dish
from the countryside of Forlì and “cantareli”,
an ever present sugar-dusted sweetmeat of Ro-
magna festivals. These are some of the sixty

recipes collected and published in Emilia-Ro-
magna, terra da gustare, by the regional coun-
cil office for tourism. There are 5,000 copies in
Italian and 3,000 English copies. The aim is
very precise: to rediscover “old lost flavours”,
make them known – to tourists and non
tourists – in order to increase appreciation of
culture, tradition and environment.
It all began with an invitation to the people of
Emilia-Romagna, published on Emilia-Ro-
magna’s tourism website (www.emiliaromag-
naturismo.it, managed by the headquarters
alongside 20 publications spread across the re-
gion), to unearth old family recipes and send
them in.  Many responded giving information
on preparation methods and timing along
with possible variations and curious com-
ments often connected to a memory.  It was
discovered that “lunghetti con la cannella”,
now known as “strozzapreti” (priest stran-
glers), were once simply seasoned with bread,
when Parmesan cheese was a luxury. Meat-
balls were made with the leftovers of meat
boiled to make stuffed pasta; stewed cutlets
were served hot, in frying pans, but also served
cold as a mid-morning snack for farmers.  In
the publication, the recipes are divided into a
number of chapters: breads and focaccia,
starters, first courses, minestrones and soups,
second courses, side dishes and vegetables,
sweets. The “right” wine has been selected for
every dish: Merlot from the hills of Bologna,
Pignoletto, Sangiovese of Romagna, Malvasia
from the hills of Piacenza and Pagadebit.
“The idea of collecting these old recipes by in-
volving the people of Emilia-Romagna has
had a success that demonstrates a love for food
and a quality of life that has very deep roots
here”, explains regional tourism councillor
Guido Pasi. “A passion that has evoked the
memory of a variety of original flavours that
only few could have known”. 
The published recipes can be found on the
section of the regional website (www.emiliaro-
magnaturismo.it) dedicated to wine and food,
along with others sent to the editors.  Given
the success of Emilia Romagna, terra da
gustare, widely requested by local bodies and
associations, there are already plans for a sec-
ond edition, still on the theme of food and
drink, dedicated to delicacies: jams, mar-
malades and gelatines, liqueurs, distillates, in-
fusions and syrups, fruit in syrups and spirits,
sauces, preserves and purées, pickles, and oil
and salt preserves.  Once again, citizens and
gourmets all over the world are invited to write
to the editors of Emilia Romagna Turismo (to
the e-mail address found on the website), with
their own recipes. ❦

CALL ME GIALDIFFA
by Monica Lugli

The most common name for boys in Emil-
ia-Romagna is Matteo, followed by

Alessandro, Lorenzo, Luca and Francesco.
For girls, Giulia is still the most popular, fol-
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lowed by Sara, Martina, Chiara and Sofia.
These are the findings of linguist Enzo Caf-
farelli, published in the National Association
of Italian municipalities’ two-monthly Anci
Rivista publication. There is an old tradition of
non-religious and non-traditional names in the
region that come from anticlericalism and var-
ious political doctrines, as well as a love for
lyric theatre, literature and using surnames of
historical figures as first names: amongst these,
in the province of Bologna, we find Ar-
cidemio, Dolcea, Gardo, Genuzio, Gialdiffa,
Giornando, Idealma, Idore, Mentea, Onives,
Talvanne and Tenilio. 
Caffarelli’s study also analyses the concentra-
tion of surnames in the region.  The most com-
mon is Ferrari, followed by Rossi, Fabbri,
Montanari and Barbieri. The first two are re-
spectively the third and first most common in
Italy as a whole. 
As it is located in a position between the north
and the rest of Italy, Emilia-Romagna has
names that are very common in Italy in gener-
al, and typical family names. With the Lom-
bardy region we share Bianchi, Barbieri,
Fontana and Conti.  We share Costa with Lig-
uria and Piedmont, Fontana and Costa with
the Veneto region and with Tuscany and cen-
tral Italy we share Ricci, Fabbri, Neri and Con-
ti. Surnames deriving from professions are
Ferrari, Fornaciari, Sartori. There are even sur-
names that indicate foundlings, such as
Casadei, Casadio, Degli Esposti, Incerti, Va-
condio, Santunione, Ventura and Venturelli.
A lot of surnames are derived from physical
appearances, like Rossi, Bianchi, Ricci and
Grandi. Surnames derived from nicknames
formed by a verb an adjective or noun, or by
two nouns, are also very typical. Examples of
these are Tagliaferri, Cavatorta, Pelagatti, Lig-
abue (tie the ox), Tagliavini (he who waters
down wine) and Maccaferri (lazy, timewaster).
From given names we get Nanni, Guidi and
Donati. From Germanic origin we find Baral-
di, Orlandi, Gualandi, and those that have ac-
quired a suffix of Latin origin, like Bertozzi,
Guidetti, Manfredini and Righetti. With emi-
gration, many surnames were derived from
place of origin (Bolognesi in Ferrara, Reggiani
in Modena, Romagnoli in Emilia, but also
Mantovani, Lodi, Bergamini, Trevisani,
Urbinati and Fiorentini). ❦

LANDS OF SUGAR
AND COFFEE
by Claudio Bacilieri

The province of Modena is now one of the
richest in Italy: a land of motorcars and

homeland of Ferrari, all economic indicators
are positive, unemployment is almost nil and
many African and Asian immigrants work in
the factories and in the countryside.  130 years
ago, however, this picture was very different. 
1874 was a difficult year for the people of Con-
cordia and Novi, two lowland towns. The for-
mer is situated on the Secchia River, a tributary

of the Po and the latter is only a few miles
away.   The whole lowland area of Modena
had been brought to its knees by the Po River
flood two years earlier. At that time, the Emil-
ian countryside was periodically subjected to
floods where periods of drought sometimes
followed.  In 1873, the intense rainfalls and
cold weather that continued into late spring
destroyed the crops.  High prices and unten-
able taxes contributed to the agricultural crisis
in the lowlands of Emilia, strengthened by the
draining of the marshes.  The land reclamation
had made many trades redundant (various
types of fisherman and straw cutters) and cre-
ated further unemployment amongst labour-
ers: by replacing rice-fields with wheat fields
there was less demand for workmen at certain
times of year.  There was no work over the win-
ter and people suffered from starvation.
It’s no surprise then that, towards the end of
1874, hundreds of labourer families from the
lowlands (from areas around Reggio-Emilia
and Mantova as well as Modena), responded to
the Brazilian recruitment call launched by
Adelina Malavasi in Concordia Sulla Secchia.
The Brazilian government had entrusted this la-
dy, whose real name was Clementina Tavernari,
to enlist 50 farming families from the North of
Italy to found a colony in the province of Santa
Catarina.  Tavernari, a freemason involved in
the risings of 1848, had fled Concordia to go to
Switzerland and then Brazil. Separated from
her husband, she was accompanied by an artist,
Alfonso Malavasi: a flute player who, after a few
concerts, was called to play at the court of the
Imperial family. On that occasion, Malavasi met
Dom Pedro II and empress Teresa Maria Cristi-
na. The latter took the Modenese lady under
her wing when the flute player died of yellow
fever. This information is taken from a diary
written by Enrico Secchi.  He was a primary
school teacher in Concordia and Malavasi, 54
years old and not in good health, chose him as
her secretary.  Enticed by the prospect of good
wages and a change of lifestyle, Secchi agreed to
accompany the first fifty families of Concordia,
Novi and other lowland towns who had been
convinced to give this adventure a try. The
Brazilian government paid for journey and allo-
cated the land; it was well disposed towards
colonies and wanted them to be from northern
Italy, as they did not trust southern workers.
Secchi’s memoirs furnish us with an interesting
account of the epic deeds of these country folk,
whose emigration took on an original slant. This
was, in fact, the first organized and successful
colonization.  The Modenese families benefited
from a clear improvement in living conditions
and Brazil adopted this model for subsequent
settlements. Secchi tells us that on the day of
departure “snow fell in large drifts”.  They
were to meet at the Locanda Della Rondine in
Piazza Castello in Modena on December 3rd,
where the families would walk to the station to
take the train to Genoa. Their last view of
Modena, at 5 o’clock in the morning, was of
the Ghirlandina Tower surrounded by
snowflakes.  A ship named Anna Pizzorno

awaited the emigrants in Genoa but, due to
bad weather conditions, it didn’t set sail until
December 22nd. 
The long crossing was filled with difficulties –
some people died, fear typhus, stormy seas –
and joys, like whale spotting and the fancy
dress party to celebrate crossing the Equator.
Upon sighting land, after 57 days at sea, one
immigrant let out a whoop of joy: “Adès sì che
sem in Mèrica, viva il Brasilio!” (now that
we’re in America, hurrah for Brazil!).
Following customs and a health check, the
Modenese were brought to the Hospedaria. It
was 17th February 1875 and yellow fever was
spreading through Rio de Janeiro.  The fifty
families who were supposed to go to Santa
Catarina were sent to Port Real the next day
by train instead. This town was located in the
sierra, 176 miles from Rio in the municipality
of Resende. In April, Mrs Malavasi travelled to
the capital to see if the health situation would
now allow the Modenese colonies to be trans-
ferred to Santa Catarina but she contracted
yellow fever and died 5 days later. The immi-
grants got used to Porto Real in the meantime.
They saw that the climate was good and that
the sugar, coffee, cassava and maize planta-
tions ensured that there was work for every-
one. Deciding that they wanted to remain
there, they sent Secchi to negotiate with the
Brazilian authorities.  The request was accept-
ed and three engineers were sent by the gov-
ernment to divide the best land along the
Paraìba River into lots of ten hectares.  Thus
the Modenese colony of Porto Real was born.
Only some French families, one Swiss, one
Spanish, one German and a couple of Por-
tuguese families had settled in this area. In Au-
gust, Secchi married Adelina Malavasi’s niece,
Cleonice, whose wedding trousseau was pro-
vided by the empress herself.
At that time, there were still many slaves work-
ing on the coffee plantations.  With emancipa-
tion already underway however, the owners
needed replacement workers: the Italians sup-
plied the “free hands”. On 17th August 1876
the newspaper O Rezendense wrote about
“Port Real’s model colony”.  It reported that
the north Italian nucleus, in which the colony
director had great hopes, demonstrated “ad-
mirable dedication to working”.  These Ital-
ians, it continued, are “active, hardworking, in-
telligent and family-oriented”.  A few months
later, the same newspaper invited the fazen-
deiros to visit the colony to see how “free men
are worth more than slaves”.
To prevent the Paraíba flooding, the colonies
drained the land and made it suitable for agri-
culture. They made a living selling farm prod-
ucts, from work carried out in the colony –
where they built roads, paths, bridges, canals,
houses – but above all from selling sugarcane
to Engenho Central:  this was the name of the
large sugar refinery that was the economic cen-
tre of the colony for twenty years (1879-99),
where sugarcane and cereals were processed.
In April 1879 Porto Real stopped being a state
colony and became part of normal legislation.

The government authorized a private compa-
ny to build the engenho, which became the
property of another enterprise in 1885 that in-
stalled more modern equipment for sugar pro-
duction.  Italians continued to arrive in Porto
Real up until 1889 from other locations in
Brazil or from Italy, having been called over by
relatives. In that year, The Voce del Popolo, a
newspaper written by the Italian community in
Brazil wrote – in reference to the colony – that
some provinces of Emilia, a region which had
previously shown very little interest in immigra-
tion, were now contributing.  Our farmers
wrote to relatives who remained in the home-
land that bread is found underground in
Brazil:  they were referring to Cassava, which is
ready to eat once picked and cooked.
Between 1910 and1930 a good number of
Modenese people left for Sao Paolo. Working
on the sugar cane fields was hard work and life
in Port Real did not offer great prospects.  On
settler, Pedro Marassi, tells us “Sao Paolo was
something wonderful…when you come from
a place where there is nothing, you are im-
pressed by the night lights, the illuminations
and how easy everything is”.
The Italians settled in the Mooca quarter, and
a small community of the descendants of the
Port Real’s colony was formed here.  Some
went to Rio, or to nearby towns like Resende
and Volta Redonda which offered better
working conditions, but it was mainly the me-
tropolis of Sao Paolo that attracted immigrants
at the start of the century. Indeed, the city be-
came the largest coffee producing area in the
west of the state, the fertile terra roxa, sangue
de tatu (red earth, armadillo blood), as it was
known.  Furthermore, in the 1930’s, industri-
alization started to take hold. The Modenese
people of Port real, called by relatives or ac-
quaintances already in Sao Paolo, found work
in textile, mechanics, furniture and hardware
industries.  The destiny of sugarcane was
marked: in Porto Real, the soil had become
less fertile due to erosion and some river flood-
ing had ruined the plantations causing crops
to be lost.  The land lots were also becoming
smaller because of the needs of growing fami-
lies. Already in the 1960’s, the sugar plants
were but a memory. 
In the 1940’s, the Italians stopped marrying
their own kind and identity became diluted.
The only cultural aspect that the descendents
of the colonists living in Resende or Sao Paolo
has was the cuisine. Culinary traditions from
the homeland were handed down from moth-
er to daughter.  Family gatherings on Sundays,
the preparation of traditional dishes, Christmas
dinner with cappelletti pasta in broth and East-
er dinners with pumpkin-filled tortelloni, re-
calls Laurentina Sabbadini, are still the cement
holding the community together.  The town of
Concordia, with the collaboration of the His-
torical Institute of Modena, has dedicated a re-
search project to the fifty Modenese families
who immigrated to Brazil, carried out both in
Italy and Brazil, and published their findings in
the book ‘Dal Secchia al Paraíba’. ❦
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